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Questions

the following data useful I

per mole
,]J

;Be= 9.012182 u

= 9.013329 u

1?6 = 12.000000 u
1;N = r3.00s739 u

H = 1.00727647 u

n= 1.00866501 u

5.485803x 10-a u



1. The binding energy Es ofa nucleus by the semi-empirical mass formula is given by:

+Cp,4-3la - even'
Ea = c,A - t,Azt. - c,'f;-i - c^"'tf t o. where d = 0

CpA 3/4 - e\en'

th€ CNO cycle, whose first step is: p + lec ) l?N + y. Estimate the energy 0f

gamma (in MeV), assuming the two initial nuclei are essentially at rest. Justify

simplifying assumptions you make.

2. Define scattering proccss and elasiic scaltedng.

For a reaction ofthe type X(a, b)Y show that:

Describg brielly the'odgin' ofthc various terms in the Semi-Empirical Mass Formula.

(a) Show that the mass ofan atom can be written all
MA(A, Z) = ctA + PZ + yZ2 + 6, where a,l1,y antl 6 are function of/

(b) Show that the mass of any odd A isobar nuclide can be given as:

MA(A'Z) = MA(A,zi +Y(z - zi2
wllere Z0 is the atomic numbet ofthe most stable isobar.

In stars slightly more massive than the Su!, hydrogen buuring is cauied out mai

0=(?-r\r"-|.L*r)r, - L {tm^mtm^mhhh) cose'\my J" \my )'mr"aD"u'
where the symbols have their usual meanings and 6 is the angle of particle b, wi

direction of incidence.

Beryllium has only one slable isotopelBe. When a 50 MeV proton strikes a bery

taxget it is found that a high energy neutron is emitted lrom the target.

(i) Use the conseNation laws appropriate to nuclear rgactions to

residual nuclcr,rs in the reaction r,rhich produces {he nelLlrons. WriLe down

nuclear reactiol1.

Detelmine the Q of the reaction and so

emitted in the forward direction i.e. the

incident protons.

estimate the energy of the(iD

same directiol of propagation


